Complementary vasoactivity and matrix remodelling in arterial adaptations to altered flow and pressure
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Arteries exhibit a remarkable ability to adapt to sustained alterations in biomechanical loading, probably via mechanisms that are similarly involved in many arterial pathologies and responses to treatment. Of particular note, diverse data suggest that cell and matrix turnover within vasoaltered states enables arteries to adapt to sustained changes in blood flow and pressure. The goal herein is to show explicitly how altered smooth muscle contractility and matrix growth and remodelling work together to adapt the geometry, structure, stiffness and function of a representative basilar artery. Towards this end, we employ a continuum theory of constrained mixtures to model evolving changes in the wall, which depend on both wall shear stress-induced changes in vasoactive molecules (which alter smooth muscle proliferation and synthesis of matrix) and intramural stress-induced changes in growth factors (which alter cell and matrix turnover). Simulations show, for example, that such considerations help explain the different rates of experimentally observed adaptations to increased versus decreased flows as well as differences in rates of change in response to increased flows or pressures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With considerable foresight, Rodbard (1975, p. 12) wrote:

Let us assume that each endothelial cell is equipped with receptors which are sensitive to the magnitude of the drag force that impinges on it... Deviations of drag from this set-point initiate negative feedback mechanisms that return the magnitude of the drag to its set-point. In blood vessels, these effects appear to operate through two related mechanisms: an immediate physiological adjustment in vascular tone induced by the change in flow, and a delayed anatomical change that develops when the changed flow rate persists.

Although this scenario is most apparent in arterial adaptations to sustained alterations in blood flow, smooth muscle vasoactivity appears to play similar roles in cases of altered blood pressure and axial stretch as well as in diseases ranging from pulmonary hypertension to cerebral vasospasm. That is, diverse clinical observations and laboratory experiments over the past three decades (cf. Humphrey 2002) have confirmed Rodbard’s general concept: many adaptations occur via matrix remodelling (i.e. delayed anatomical changes) within altered vasoactive states (i.e. adjustments in vascular tone) so as to maintain constant various mechanical factors. For a recent lucid review of the coupling between vasoactivity and matrix remodelling, see Dajnowiec & Langille (2007).

Prior computational models of the biomechanics of arterial adaptations have been based primarily on either the concept of kinematic growth (e.g. Taber 1998; Rachev 2000) or a constrained mixture theory (e.g. Gleason & Humphrey 2004; Gleason et al. 2004). The goal of this paper is to illustrate the importance of matrix remodelling within altered vasoactive states for basilar arteries in response to sustained alterations in blood flow and blood pressure. Towards this end, we employ an extended constrained mixture model of the arterial wall whereby the mass fractions, material properties and natural configurations of individual constituents can evolve separately and thereby dictate overall growth and remodelling (G&R).

2. METHODS

2.1. Wall mechanics and haemodynamics

We restrict our attention to elastostatics (cf. Humphrey & Na 2002) and two-dimensional wall mechanics (cf. Gleason et al. 2004), which can capture salient features of the structural stiffness and overall geometry.
sufficient for many clinical and fluid–solid interaction studies (Humphrey & Taylor 2008). Hence, note that two-dimensional equilibrium equations for a straight, cylindrical segment of an artery can be written, at each G&R time \( s \), as
\[
\sigma_\rho(s) = \frac{P(s)\alpha(s)}{h(s)},
\]
\[
\sigma_z(s) = \frac{f(s)}{\pi h(s)(2a(s) + h(s))},
\] (2.1) (2.2)
where \( P \) is the transmural pressure; \( \alpha \) is the deformed luminal radius; \( h \) is the deformed wall thickness; and \( f \) is the applied axial force. (Note that although often derived for thin-walled tubes, these mean values of stress also hold for thick-walled tubes exhibiting linear or nonlinear material behaviour and subjected to negligible perivascular tethering; Humphrey & Delange 2004.) The values of \( \alpha/h \) tend to be 7–10 in normal large arteries, thus yielding homeostatic values of circumferential stress of the order of 90–130 kPa at mean arterial pressure, which appear to be similar to computed values of axial stress (Humphrey & Wilson 2003).

Inasmuch as these two equilibrium equations are not sufficient to determine the three primary geometric variables for the wall (radius \( a \), thickness \( h \) and length \( l \)), even after introducing constitutive relations for the stress responses, we invoke a constancy of total mass density (Humphrey & Rajagopal 2002) to close this system of equations. That is, given that the mass density of the arterial wall \( \rho(s) = \rho(0) \), let
\[
\beta(s) = \frac{\pi h(s)(2a(s) + h(s))l(s)}{\pi h(0)(2a(0) + h(0))l(0)} \quad \forall s,
\] (2.3)
where \( l \) denotes the deformed length of the segment and \( \beta(s) \) describes overall changes in mass or volume, which are potentially measurable. It is assumed, of course, that all geometric values are known at G&R time \( s = 0 \), where \( \beta(0) = 1 \). Letting \( l(s) = l(0) \) allows us to solve for \( a(s) \) or \( h(s) \) at any G&R time \( s \); marked increases in \( l(s) \) can result in tortuous arteries, an important consideration in some cases (Lehman et al. 1991), but this complicates the biomechanics considerably.

Among others, Rodbard (1975) and Zamir (1977) recognized that Murray’s (1926) result could be interpreted as a ‘constancy of wall shear stress’ if the mean wall shear stress is given by the solution of a steady, fully developed, laminar, one-dimensional, incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid within a rigid circular tube (a rough approximation for an artery): \( \tau_w = 4\mu Q/\pi a^3 \), where \( \mu \) is the viscosity of blood at high shear rates (approx. 3.5 cP); \( Q \) is the volumetric flow rate; and \( a \) is again the deformed luminal radius. That is, if \( a^3 \) remains proportional to \( Q \) for a fixed radius, as suggested by Murray’s simple analysis, then \( \tau_w \) must remain constant.

### 2.2. G&R framework

We employ an extension (Baek et al. 2006) of a constrained mixture theory of isothermal G&R for soft tissues (Humphrey & Rajagopal 2002). The Cauchy stress response by the arterial wall \( \sigma \) results from passive elasticity and smooth muscle activation, and thus can be approximated as
\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{\det F} F \frac{\partial W}{\partial F^T} + \sigma_0^{\text{act}}(\text{Ca}^{++}) e_\theta \otimes e_\theta,
\] (2.4)
where \( F \) is the deformation gradient; \( W \) is a stored energy function for the elastic response; and \( \sigma_0^{\text{act}} \) denotes the smooth muscle contractility that exists primarily in the circumferential direction and ultimately depends on intracellular calcium. Herein, we restrict our attention to \( F = \text{diag}(\lambda_c, \lambda_b) \). By the rule of mixtures, the stored energy can be thought of conceptually as \( W = \sum \phi_k W_k \), where \( \phi_k = \rho_k/\rho \) are constituent mass fractions. Assuming that G&R commences at \( s = 0 \), Baek et al. (2006) proposed the following relations for the evolving constituent mass densities and strain energy functions:
\[
M_k(s) = M_k(0) Q_k(s) + \int_0^s m_k(\tau) \phi_k(s, \tau) d\tau,
\]
\[
W_k(s) = \frac{M_k(0)}{\rho(s)} Q_k(s) \tilde{W}_k \left( C_{n(t)}(s) \right)
+ \int_0^s \frac{m_k(\tau)}{\rho(s)} \phi_k(s, \tau) \tilde{W}_k \left( C_{n(t)}(s) \right) d\tau,
\] (2.5) (2.6)
where \( Q_k(s) \in [0, 1] \) account for fractions of material produced at or before time \( s = 0 \) that survive to time \( s \), with \( Q_k(0) = 1 \); \( m_k(\tau) \geq 0 \) are true mass density production rate functions; and \( \phi_k(s, \tau) \in [0, 1] \) account for the fractions of material produced at time \( \tau \in [0, s] \) that survive to time \( s \). Moreover, \( M_k(s) \) is the mass per unit area of constituent \( k \) at time \( s \) and \( \tilde{W}_k \) is the energy stored elastically in constituent \( k \), which depends on \( C_{n(t)} \), the right Cauchy–Green tensor for that constituent defined relative to its individual natural configuration. In particular, \( C_{n(t)}(s) = \left( F_{n(t)}(s) \right)^T F_{n(t)}(s) \), where \( F_{n(t)}(s) = \partial X^k(s)/\partial X^k(\tau) \), with \( X^k(s) = x(s) \) consistent with the concept of a constrained mixture and \( X^k(\tau) \) reflecting evolving natural configurations for constituent \( k \) when produced at time \( \tau \). Clearly, the survival functions \( \phi_k(s, \tau) \) ensure that a constituent contributes to load bearing only until it is degraded, which owing to the convolution integral is reminiscent of a fading memory behaviour, characteristic of viscoelasticity, wherein a constituent contributes more to the stress response the more recently it was produced. Finally, note that \( \sum \phi_k(s) = \sum \phi_k(0) \) is consistent with (2.3).

### 2.3. Specialization for two-dimensional wall mechanics

Combining the equilibrium equations and constitutive relations for the principal tensions \( T_i = \sigma_i h \), where \( i = z, \theta \), we have at any G&R time \( s \)
\[
P_a = T_\theta = \frac{1}{\lambda_z} \sum \frac{\partial W_k}{\partial \lambda_z} + \sigma_0^{\text{act}} h,
\]
\[
f = \frac{1}{\pi (2a + h)} T_z = \frac{1}{\lambda_\theta} \sum \frac{\partial W_k}{\partial \lambda_\theta}.
\] (2.7) (2.8)

\(^1\)See appendix A for evaluations of special cases for these constitutive functions. Note that the original paper denoted G&R time via \( t \) rather than \( s \).
In general, for a fibrous constituent $k$ (e.g. collagen), we have
\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{W}^k}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(s)} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{W}^k}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(t)} \frac{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(t)}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(s)} = \mathbf{G}_k^k \frac{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}(s)}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(t)} \frac{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}(t)}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(s)},
\]
(2.9)
\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{W}^k}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(s)} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{W}^k}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(t)} \frac{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(t)}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(s)} = \mathbf{G}_k^k \frac{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}(s)}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(t)} \frac{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}(t)}{\partial \mathbf{\lambda}_k(s)},
\]
(2.10)
with $\lambda_k(t) = C_k^k(\mathbf{\lambda}(s)/\mathbf{\lambda}(t))$ and
\[
\lambda(t) = \sqrt{\lambda_z^2(t) \cos^2(\alpha_0^k) + \lambda_0^2(t) \sin^2(\alpha_0^k)} \quad \forall \ t \in [0, s],
\]
(2.11)
where $\alpha_0^k$ denotes the angle between a fibre and the $z$-axis in a common reference configuration for the mixture (i.e. artery). These kinematic relations are derived by Baek et al. (2006). Note that $G_k^k$ represents a basic hypothesis in the theory, that new fibres are incorporated within extant tissue at a preferred (homeostatic) stretch. We call $G_k^k$ the ‘deposition stretch’. Finally, one must prescribe the direction in which the fibre is deposited. Without loss of generality, herein, we assume that fibre directions are preserved in the non-pathological cases of adaptations to altered flow and pressure.

### 2.4. Illustrative constitutive relations

As revealed by the G&K framework, constitutive relations are needed for the true mass density production, survival functions and stress responses for the individual structurally significant constituents (elastin, fibrillar collagen and smooth muscle) as well as for the deposition stretches and deposition alignment. Although there is need for much more research on the precise forms of each of these relations and best-fit values of the associated material parameters, the considerable data available in the literature enable one to postulate relations sufficient for illustrative purposes. Vascular elastin is typically assumed to be isotropic and to exhibit a neo-Hookean-type response (Dorrington & McCrum 1977; Holzapfel et al. 2000), hence we assume that the elastin-dominated amorphous matrix is described by
\[
\mathbf{\bar{W}}^e(s) = c \left( \lambda_0^e(s)^2 + \lambda_z^e(s)^2 + \frac{1}{\lambda_0^e(s)^2} \lambda_z^e(s)^2 - 3 \right),
\]
(2.12)
where $c$ is a material parameter. Moreover, we assume that most of the elastin is produced in the perinatal period and that it is normally very stable biologically (Langille 1996; Stenmark & Mecham 1997). Hence, we assume that in non-pathological conditions $Q^e(s) = 1$ and $m^e(\tau) = 0 \forall s, \tau \in [0, \infty]$. Collagen and vascular smooth muscle, on the other hand, appear to turnover continuously but slowly in the normal arterial wall, albeit at different basal rates $m_k^c$. We assume that for each family of collagen and circumferentially oriented passive smooth muscle (Baek et al. 2006),
\[
\mathbf{\bar{W}}^c(s) = c^c \left( \exp \left( c^c_2 \left( \lambda_0^c(s)^2 - 1 \right) \right) - 1 \right),
\]
(2.13)
and for active smooth muscle (Rachev & Hayashi 1999),
\[
\sigma_{m}^{m(s)} = T_{\text{max}} \phi_{m(s)} \left[ \left( 1 - \left( \lambda_{M} - \lambda_{m} \right) \right) \right],
\]
(2.14)
where $T_{\text{max}}$ is a scaling parameter with units of N m$^{-2}$; $\lambda_{M}$ is the circumferential stretch at which the active stress is maximum; and $\lambda_{m}$ is the circumferential stretch at which the active stress goes to zero. $C(s)$ is the net ratio of constrictors to dilators and $\mu_{m}^{m(s)}(s) = a(s)/a^{m(s)}(s)$, where $a^{m(s)}(s)$ can evolve via a first-order rate equation (cf. Baek et al. 2007). For these simulations, we consider
\[
C(s) = C_B - C_S \left( \frac{\tau_{w}(s) - \tau_{h}}{\tau_w} \right),
\]
(2.15)
where $C_B$ is the basal constractor to dilator ratio; $C_S$ is a scaling factor for the shear-induced change in constrictor concentration; and $\tau_{w}(s)$ and $\tau_{h}$ are the shear stress at G&K time $s$ and the homeostatic state, respectively. The instantaneous change in active stress as a function of stretch and constrictor concentration is shown in figure 1. Note that this active behaviour is taken with respect to individual unloaded configurations for smooth muscle (cf. fig. 1 in Baek et al. 2006), not for the entire mixture.
where endothelin-1 (ET-1) is a promoter of smooth muscle proliferation and synthesis of collagen (Rizvi et al. 1996); NO is upregulated in response to increased wall shear stress and ET-1 is upregulated in response to decreased shear (Malek & Izumo 1992; Uematsu et al. 2000; Rudic et al. 1987; Brownlee & Langille 1991; Malek et al. 1997), whereas endothelin-1 (ET-1) is a promoter of smooth muscle proliferation and synthesis of collagen (cf. Wicker et al. 2008). In part, this is due to reorganization and/or turnover of smooth muscle and collagen (see below) as new constituents are deposited at their homeostatic prestretches, thus allowing further dilation or constriction as needed (Gleason & Humphrey 2005a, b; Baek et al. 2007). We employ four families of collagen (cf. Wicker et al. 2008) for basilar arteries: axial, circumferential and two helical families with $\sigma_0^{\text{h}} = \pm 45^\circ$.

3. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

3.1. Altered flow

It is well accepted that sustained increases (or decreases) in blood flow result in an increased (or decreased) arterial calibre (Kamiya & Togawa 1980; Langille & O’Donnell 1986; Langille et al. 1989; Brownlee & Langille 1991; Rudic et al. 1998), often with increased (or decreased) thickening of the wall and possible changes in length (Zarins et al. 1987; Lehman et al. 1991). A change in blood flow will have an almost immediate effect on vessel geometry due to smooth muscle relaxation or contraction in response to endothelial production of NO or ET-1, respectively. Of course, smooth muscle can only relax or contract within a certain range. If $\tau^s_0$ can be restored by an acute dilation or constriction within the active range of the smooth muscle, no further change in calibre will be observed. In the cases herein, the basilar artery is allowed to accommodate up to an approximately 3 per cent active dilation and an approximately 30 per cent active constriction. Figure 2 illustrates the consequences of altered muscle tone as a function of altered flow rate as well as the beginning of G&R as prescribed by the above dependencies of mass density production and the removal on changes in wall stress and constrictor concentration. The model captures the maximum dilation and contractions inherent to smooth muscle due to the prescribed $\lambda_{3a}$ and $\lambda_0$ (table 1).

If flow rate is altered beyond a certain threshold, however, the smooth muscle will not be able to restore $\tau^s_0$ by a single instantaneous change in diameter. Rather, a maximum instantaneous dilation or constriction will occur, to be followed by a more gradual convergence via G&R (see equations (2.15)–(2.18) and figures 3 and 4) to the calibre at which shear stress returns to normal. This two-step change in inner radius is due to reorganization and/or turnover of smooth muscle and collagen (see below) as new constituents are deposited at their homeostatic prestretches, thus allowing further dilation or constriction as needed (Gleason et al. 2004; Gleason & Humphrey 2005a, b; Baek et al. 2007).

For cases in which reductions in flow were beyond what the extant active muscle could accommodate, predictions suggested that inner radius could be stabilized within two weeks (figure 4). The model imposes no upper bound to constrictor concentrations, which is an added advantage in stress can drive substantial instantaneous constrictions and rapid subsequent G&R-driven changes. On the other hand, the lower bound concentration of C=0 means that any G&R-driven
dilations beyond that limit must be governed exclusively by changes in stress (see equations (2.14) and (2.16)). Thus, delayed dilations occur much more slowly than delayed constrictions (figures 2 and 3) as a consequence of the inherent bias towards constrictors within our relations for mass density production and active muscle behaviour, consistent with NO-inhibiting and ET-1-promoting turnover. Indeed, increasing flow in adult rabbit carotids by 60 per cent results in no enlargement within two months and no changes in thickness or medial cross-sectional area (Brownlee & Langille 1991). This is consistent with our model’s predictions, as inner radius restores wall shear stress only after at least 100 days following a substantial increase in flow.

Figure 2. Numerically instantaneous (i.e. first computational time step) constrictions and dilations for a range of flow rates (shown as ± per cent changes from $Q_0$). Solid lines represent cases in which the instantaneous change in radius returns $\tau_w = \tau_w^0$. Dashed lines represent cases for which the vessel cannot accommodate the altered flow with a single instantaneous constriction or dilation. Dotted line represents the case for which $Q(s) = Q_0$. Note the bias towards constriction rather than dilation, which is consistent with the behaviour of cerebral arteries (Faraci 1990). Also note the clearly defined limit for maximal instantaneous constriction. One can see initial G&R governed changes for large reductions in flow rate (beyond what the vessel can accommodate instantaneously) as a gradual decrease in radius after the step change. A corresponding delayed increase in radius for the 30% increase in flow is not discernible at this short time scale. All parameters $K^0 = K^0_C = 1$.

Table 1. Parameter values used to simulate the response of a basilar artery that consists primarily of smooth muscle and collagen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_n$</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_h$</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_n^0$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>582.4 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_v$</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_v^0$</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p^0$</td>
<td>280.2 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_v^0$</td>
<td>36.5 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{max}$</td>
<td>150 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_3$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_4$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_h^0$</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_v^0$</td>
<td>20$C_B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial mass fractions and half-lives</td>
<td>$\phi_0 = 0.22$, $\phi_i = 0.02$, $\phi_m = 0.76$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_h^0$</td>
<td>1/80 day$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_v^0$</td>
<td>1/80 day$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As inner radius increases (or decreases) to return $\tau_w(s)$ towards its homeostatic target, the mean circumferential stress will initially increase (or decrease) due to the thinning (thickening) of the vessel wall from an isochoric motion. These changes in circumferential stress drive further, albeit perhaps more gradual, G&R, and wall thickness continues to change long after the step change in flow (figure 5). Because $\tau_w$ is nearly returned to its homeostatic value almost immediately, this manifestation of G&R occurs more slowly, being driven by changes in circumferential stress without the additive effect of changes in constrictor concentration (figures 6–8).

As the vessel constricts in response to reduced $\tau_w$, collagen fibres are unloaded, and the stresses borne by collagen are drastically reduced. This provides a negative input to the production function (see equation (2.16)); that is, it promotes atrophy. On the other hand, the increase in constrictors (figure 8) provides a positive input to the production rate. Depending on the values of $K^0_C$ and $K^0_v$, this dynamic interplay can have drastically different consequences on the simulated morphology and overall wall composition (figure 7).
muscle increases and causes accumulation (figures 6 and 7). The model predicts an initial thickening as the production rate of smooth muscle increases and causes accumulation (figures 6 and 7). After the first week, however, some collagen is degraded, and the wall begins to lose mass. In all cases, wall thickness is stable after approximately 500 days, although the expected value (88% of original) is only attained for cases where \( K^s_2 > 1 \).

For instance, when \( K^s_2 = 10 \), the negative input from the unloaded collagen serves to effectively halt its production (figure 6b,c). Conversely, when \( K^s_2 \geq K^s_4 \), the production rates for collagen increase substantially as the increase in \( C(s) \) overwhelms reductions due to stress-mediated mass production. Since smooth muscle can actively generate force, its production rate remains positive. In fact, because muscle is always actively constricting the vessel in cases of reduced flow, its production rates are always above the homeostatic value as both the stress and constrictor levels provide positive inputs into muscle production (figure 6a). Langille et al. (1989) reported no significant change in collagen content of carotids. Our results predict little medial remodelling after 30 days (figure 7), consistent with this observation. Although they reported no significant changes in mass or wall constituents, they did report a markedly undulated appearance in internal elastic laminae. This is most likely a result of the unloading of elastin due to the reduced inner radius and is consistent with our hypothesis that elastin does not remodel in adults. Brownlee & Langille (1991) reported that after one week of reduced flow and a subsequent restoration of flow, the vessel reverted to its original calibre. This implicates different and as yet unknown mechanisms for remodelling in cases of increased flow (from normal) versus cases of decreased and subsequent restoration of normal flow. This may be related to the elastin not turning over and retaining its ability to return to its original length without exceeding its homeostatic stress. Our model predicts similar behaviour (figure 9).

Histological changes in collagen and muscle have measurable mechanical effects on the vessel. The simulated passive response to reduced blood flow involves an initial stiffening, due to a modest increase in muscle deposition, followed by a gradual increase in compliance as the vessel loses circumferential collagen (figure 7). After 1000 days, the vessel is predicted to be slightly more compliant than at day 0 (figure 10a), though this difference would be within experimental noise. In fact, this shift towards compliance is complete after 500 days (not shown) when all parameters \( K^s_2 = K^s_2 = 1 \). For cases where \( K^s_2 \geq K^s_4 \), the vessel’s eventual shift towards increased compliance is complete within 300 days (not shown), due to a (unrealistic) nearly complete loss of collagen. This difference in the time to converge on a stable passive mechanical behaviour highlights the importance of the parameters within equation (2.16) from the point of view of the time course of the vessel’s evolution. Nonetheless, the model predicts a modest passive softening regardless of the values used therein.

Finally, figure 10b shows the evolving active behaviour as the vessel accommodates a 30 per cent reduction in flow. Note the rapid leftward shifting of the curve due to smooth muscle being turned over in the new vasoconstricted state. The maximum values for stress are related to evolving constrictor levels.
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Figure 7. Time courses of changes in total mass, normalized with respect to homeostatic values, for (a) smooth muscle, (b) circumferentially oriented collagen and (c) axially oriented collagen for a 30% reduction in flow, where $K^c = K^b = 1$ (dotted line), $K^c = 1$ and $K^b = 10$ (dot-dashed line), $K^c = 10$ and $K^b = 1$ (dashed line) and $K^c = K^b = 10$ (solid line). Note the eventual (unrealistic) complete loss of collagen for the cases where $K^c = 10$. The time courses for helical collagen (not shown) follow the same general trends as axial collagen.

Figure 8. Time courses of constrictor concentration ratio $c(s)$, normalized with respect to $c_0$, for a 30% reduction in flow where $K^c = K^b = 1$ (dotted line), $K^c = 1$ and $K^b = 10$ (dot-dashed line), $K^c = 10$ and $K^b = 1$ (dashed line) and $K^c = K^b = 10$ (solid line). Note the return to baseline, but at very different rates depending on the values for the production rate parameters. This emphasizes the complex coupling between endothelial function and wall biomechanics. (see equation (2.14) and figure 8) as well as the evolving loaded active muscle length $a^{\text{act}}(s)$, with increasing constriction occurring in the first 7 days and gradual relaxation occurring as the constrictor levels return to normal. Langille et al. (1989) observed an early reduction in radius associated with the vasoactive

Figure 9. Normalized inner radius over 100 days for a 70% reduction in flow at day 0 and a restoration of blood flow at day 7, where $K^c = K^b = 1$ (dotted line), $K^c = 1$ and $K^b = 10$ (dot-dashed line), $K^c = 10$ and $K^b = 1$ (dashed line) and $K^c = K^b = 10$ (solid line).

Figure 10. (a) Evolving passive ‘pressure–diameter’ curves at days 0 (solid curve), 7 (dashed curve), 14 (dot-dashed curve) and 1000 (dotted curve) for a 30% reduction in flow. All parameters $K^c = K^b = 1$. The abscissa ‘normalized inner radius’ is expressed as the ratio of the current deformed inner radius to the current unloaded inner radius $(a(s)/A(s))$. The rapid initial shift to the left indicates stiffening (s) due to gradual turnover of constituents such as collagen and resultant thickening of the vessel wall in the vasoconstricted state. The gradual rightward shift indicates passive relaxation (r) while the vessel loses mass. Note that after 1000 days, the simulated vessel is slightly more compliant than at day 0, but this would be within experimental noise. (b) Predicted shifting of the active muscle response due to GkR at days 0 (solid curve), 7 (dashed curve), 14 (dot-dashed curve) and 1000 (dotted curve), also for a 30% decrease in flow. The abscissa ‘normalized muscle fibre stretch’ is expressed as a range of values for $\lambda_g^{\text{act}}(s)a^{\text{act}}(s)/a^{\text{act}}(0)$. Increasing constriction (c) occurs over the first 7 days followed by a gradual relaxation (r) as the constrictor levels return to normal.
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response followed by entrenchment (two weeks), with the vessel essentially functioning as a smaller vessel after one month. After 3 days, papaverine (a vasodilator) was able to reverse the constriction, suggesting that little to no GkR entrenchment had taken place. After one week, papaverine was able to reverse only half of the constriction suggesting that modest smooth muscle GkR entrenchment had taken place, and after two weeks, papaverine was unable to reverse the constriction, suggesting full entrenchment. Similarly, Brownlee & Langille (1991) reported fully reversible dilation after 3 days of reduced flow but irreversible vasoactive entrenchment after one month. Our model predicts comparable time courses (figure 10b). This progression can be observed morphologically since a large nuclear profile in smooth muscle cells (SMCs) indicates that SMCs have not yet returned to their normal lengths (Langille et al. 1989).

3.2. Altered pressure

The most conspicuous consequence of hypertension in arteries is a thickening of the wall that tends to restore the circumferential stress towards its normal value (Wolinsky 1970; Matsumoto & Hayashi 1996; Fridez et al. 2002; Hu et al. 2007a,b). This is a more delayed manifestation of vascular adaptation compared with the instantaneous reduction in calibre observed in the case of reduced flow simply because the vessel must eventually increase due to the passive response to an increase in pressure, where $K_k^a = K_k^b = 1$ (dotted lines), $K_k^b = 1$ and $K_k^b = 10$ (dot-dashed lines), $K_k^a = 10$ and $K_k^b = 1$ (dashed lines) and $K_k^a = K_k^b = 10$ (solid lines). The inner radius initially increases due to the passive response to an increase in pressure, but the vessel can largely recover its inner radius within two weeks in order to restore $\tau_{sa}$. Wall thickness increases as collagen and smooth muscle are deposited in response to increased circumferential stresses. The vessel can also attain a stable wall thickness within two weeks.

In addition, the increase in inner radius results in a simultaneously distends due to the gross passive behaviour of the mixture (figure 11a). All constituents thus initially support greater loads, causing $\Delta\sigma$ to increase. In addition, the increase in inner radius results in a decrease in $\tau_{sa}$ and an associated increase in $C(t)$. These effects work synergistically to increase mass production (figure 12), resulting in mass accumulation (figure 13) and wall thickening (figure 11b). Note the trend for the wall to thicken by nearly 50 per cent for a 50 per cent increase in pressure, which is consistent with expectations based on a simple force balance. The predicted accumulation of collagen is qualitatively similar to observed morphological changes in basilar arteries (cf. fig. 6 in Hu et al. 2007b) and causes irreversible passive stiffening (figure 14a). Our model predicts stiffening within two weeks, with only modest subsequent stiffening to day 100. Similar behaviour has also been observed within two to four weeks in basilar arteries in animal models (Hu et al. 2007a,b). The model also predicts a negligible change in the active muscle length (figure 14b), as the inner diameter
changes only slightly, with maximum active stresses varying with $C(s)$ (figure 15). The values for $K^C_b$ and $K^C_C$ again had large influences on the various predicted time courses. Clearly, production rates are directly proportional to these parameters; higher values result in accelerated changes in morphology and geometry.

The changes in unloaded length have been reported with decreasing longitudinal retractions in hypertensive canine aorta (Vaishnav et al. 1990). Our model predicts an increased unloaded length and inner radius with time (figure 16), which is qualitatively consistent with this observation. These changes are related to the quantities in axially and circumferentially oriented collagen, as collagen’s smaller prestretch serves to restrict the retractive effects of elastin.

4. DISCUSSION

We have learned much about the biomechanics of the arterial wall over the past four decades (cf. Fung 1993; Humphrey 2002), yet we are just beginning to understand and quantify the remarkable ability of arteries to adapt in response to altered mechanical loading. For example, arteries increase in calibre in response to

![Figure 13. Time courses of total mass, normalized with respect to the homeostatic masses, for (a) smooth muscle, (b) circumferentially oriented collagen and (c) axially oriented collagen for a 50% increase in pressure, where $K^b_a = K^b_C = 1$ (dotted line), $K^b_a = 1$ and $K^b_C = 10$ (dot-dashed line), $K^b_a = 10$ and $K^b_C = 1$ (dashed line) and $K^b_a = K^b_C = 10$ (solid line). Note the accumulation of mass for almost all fibre families. The time courses for helical collagen (not shown) follow the same general trends as axial collagen.](http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

![Figure 14. (a) Evolving passive ‘pressure–diameter’ curves at days 0 (solid curve), 7 (dashed curve), 14 (dot-dashed curve) and 100 (dotted curve) for a 50% increase in pressure. All parameters $K^a_b = K^a_C = 1$. The abscissa ‘normalized inner radius’ is expressed as the ratio of the current deformed inner radius to the current unloaded inner radius $(a(s)/A(s))$. The irreversible shift to the left indicates stiffening due to gradual accumulation of constituents as the vessel wall thickens in response to increased circumferential stress. (b) Predicted shifting of active muscle response due to G&R at days 0 (solid curve), 7 (dashed curve), 14 (dot-dashed curve) and 100 (dotted curve), also for a 50% increase in pressure. The abscissa ‘normalized muscle fibre stretch’ is expressed as a range of values for $\lambda^m(0)/\min(s)/\max(s)$ (0). Note the very modest shifting of the curve, due to a correspondingly modest change in vessel radius. The maximum values for stress are related to evolving constrictor levels (see equation (2.14) and figure 15). The ‘residual’ elevation in active stress may reflect the lower NO production reported in hypertension and often referred to as ‘endothelial dysfunction’.](http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

![Figure 15. Time courses of constrictor concentration ratio $C(s)$, normalized with respect to $C_{in}$, for a 50% increase in pressure, where $K^b_a = K^b_C = 1$ (dotted line), $K^b_a = 1$ and $K^b_C = 10$ (dot-dashed line), $K^b_a = 10$ and $K^b_C = 1$ (dashed line) and $K^b_a = K^b_C = 10$ (solid line). The early vasoconstriction offsets the initial increased elastic distension (Humphrey & Wilson 2003).](http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
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increased flow, they thicken in response to increased pressure. All parameters \( K^a = K^b = 1 \).

Figure 16. Time courses of per cent changes in unloaded axial length (solid line) and unloaded inner radius (dashed line) for a 50% increase in pressure. All parameters \( K^a = K^b = 1 \).

It is instructive to consider simple geometric implications of stress-mediated G&R in response to altered flow and pressure (Humphrey 2008). Let homeostatic values be given by

\[
\tau_w = \frac{4\mu Q_h}{\pi a_h^3}, \quad \sigma_h = \frac{P_h a_h}{h_h},
\]

and consider a step change to new values of flow and pressure via \( Q = \epsilon Q_h \) and \( P = \gamma P_h \). Hence, if both wall shear and circumferential stress are returned towards homeostatic values, then

\[
\tau_w = \frac{4\mu (\epsilon Q_h)}{\pi a_h^3} \rightarrow \frac{4\mu Q_h}{\pi a_h^3}, \quad \sigma_h = \frac{\gamma P_h a_h}{h_h} \rightarrow \frac{P_h a_h}{h_h},
\]

or \( a \rightarrow a^{1/3} a_h \) and \( h \rightarrow \gamma (a/a_h) h_h = \gamma^{1/3} h_h \). In other words, we see that the changes in flow affect both wall shear stress and circumferential stress, and thus both luminal radius and wall thickness, provided the vessel attempts to restore these stresses to normal. As seen in figures 2-5 and 11, the present simulations predict this trend, and, as noted in the figure captions, provide the correct degree of change (e.g. \( a = (0.7)^{1/3} a_h = 0.88 a_h \), for a 30% reduction in flow).

Whereas these simple results suggest what should happen, the G&R framework addresses how these changes can occur. Our model predicts changes in geometry, structure and mechanical behaviour as natural consequences of biochomechanically mediated G&R and the need to satisfy equilibrium at each G&R time. This is in contrast to other models that prescribe changes in geometry, properties and/or constituent mass fractions as functions of time or evolving stress differences (Taber 1998; Rachev 2000; Gleason et al. 2004; Tsimis & Stergiopulos 2007). Thus, our approach allows for a more realistic framework in which to model vascular G&R. Also, in contrast to previous work (e.g. Gleason et al. 2004), where the focus was on modeling geometrical and morphological changes as functions of non-dimensional time, we have also extended the constrained mixture approach to occur continuously in actual time.

Although we focused on the basilar artery, we did not attempt to model any one experimental dataset from the literature (largely because no single study provides data sufficient for detailed modelling). Nevertheless, the current predictions represent a marked improvement over prior models in capturing salient features of flow- and pressure-induced adaptations in diverse arteries. Predictions show the importance of combined effects of altered vasoactivity and matrix turnover (cf. Frizel et al. 2002; Dajuowiec & Langille 2007), including potential differences between the initial extents of vasodilatation and vasoconstriction; they show that adaptations can occur faster in cases of decreased compared with increased flow (cf. Brownlee & Langille 1991); they show that wall shear stress can be restored to normal faster than intramural stress in cases of increased flow (cf. Masuda et al. 1999); they show that active length-tension behaviours can evolve but be restored at a different diameter due to adaptations (cf. Langille et al. 1989); and they show that inner radius remains constant while wall thickness increases and thus circumferential wall stress normalizes within a few weeks in cases of increased pressure (cf. Matsumoto & Hayashi 1994; Frizel et al. 2002, 2003; Hu et al. 2007). Indeed, by yielding reasonable time courses, in days to weeks or months, the current predictions suggest that complete adaptations may take longer than studied in some animal models. For example, Kamaia & Togawa (1980) reported carotid adaptations to increased flows at six to eight months and suggested ‘an incomplete regulatory response to this extreme stress’, that is, to flows more than fourfold higher than normal. Rather than an ‘inherent limitation of the adaptive capacity’, it may well be that longer times would be needed to achieve a complete adaptation for such a large perturbation.

Notwithstanding the ability of the current model to capture many observed features of flow- and pressure-induced remodelling in an artery, it cannot do so with a single set of model parameters. Therefore, there remains a pressing need for better constitutive relations for G&R and the data upon which they must be based. In particular, there is a need for more data on the time courses of stress-mediated alterations in cell proliferation and apoptosis as well as the synthesis and degradation of extracellular matrix. That is, although we know that the expression of growth factors, cytokines and matrix metalloproteinases changes significantly during adaptations to altered haemodynamics (e.g. Mondly et al. 1997; Singh et al. 1998; Xu et al. 2000, 2001; Shuijter et al. 2004), much remains unknown with regard to specific molar changes and the degree to which these affect cell activity. There is similarly a need for quantitative relationships that describe the multi-functional effects of vasoactive molecules. For example, we know that NO promotes endothelial cell proliferation while inhibiting both smooth muscle proliferation and its synthesis of matrix (Rizvi & Myers 1997; Dooley et al. 2007), but we lack precise empirical correlations for the extent of such changes as a function of shear-induced changes in the concentration of NO. Similarly, we know that ET-1
promotes smooth muscle proliferation and its synthesis of matrix (Rizvi et al. 1996; Rodriguez-Vita et al. 2005), but we lack precise relations in terms of shear-induced changes in the concentrations of ET-1. There is also a need to quantify relative changes in cell and matrix turnover in response to altered shear versus intramural stress. For example, decreased flow downregulates NO and upregulates ET-1, both of which should increase intramural production rates. Yet, the associated decrease in radius and initial isochoric increase in thickness due to vasoconstriction at a constant pressure will decrease intramural stress and thereby should decrease intramural production rates. We must understand better how specific changes in vasoactive concentrations and degrees of wall stress collectively control rates of turnover.

Once additional biochemical information is available, we could employ full mixture equations for mass balance whereby the arterial wall can consist of $N$ distinct types of constituents, $n$ of which are structurally significant (e.g. elastin, fibrillar collagen, smooth muscle). Separate mass balance equations for the $N-n$ soluble (e.g. NO, ET-1, growth factors) constituents $i=1, 2, ..., N-n$ and the $n$ insoluble (structural) constituents $k=1, 2, ..., n$ can then be written as

$$\frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial s} + \text{div}(\rho_i \mathbf{v}) = m_i, \quad \frac{\partial \rho_k}{\partial s} + \text{div}(\rho_k \mathbf{v}) = m_k. \quad (4.4)$$

Here, $\rho^\alpha$ ($\alpha=i$ or $k$) are constituent (apparent) mass densities; $\mathbf{v}$ are velocities; and $m_i$ are net mass density productions. Consistent with the above, we could consider quasi-static deformations whereby the velocity of the arterial wall $\mathbf{v}$ is negligible. If we then invoke usual assumptions for dilute solutes (e.g. Fick’s law of diffusion), the first of these two mass balance relations reduces to the standard reaction–diffusion equation

$$\frac{\partial C_i}{\partial s} = R_i^\alpha + D_i^\alpha \nabla^2 C_i, \quad (4.5)$$

where $C_i$ is the molar density for constituent $i$ (Slattery 1981), which is obtained from the mass density via the molecular weight; $R_i^\alpha$ are reactions related to the net productions/losses; and $D_i^\alpha$ are diffusivities. The diffusion term is important in three-dimensional problems, but less so for two-dimensional analyses of the arterial wall. Regardless, one could then use individual values of $C_i$ in the appropriate mass density production and removal functions (cf. equations (2.16) and (2.17)). As noted, however, this will require significantly more information on the specific biological responses.

Finally, we emphasize that constitutive relations do not describe a material (or cell activity) per se; rather, they describe responses by a tissue or cell to particular stimuli under specific conditions of interest. It is thus unreasonable to expect that a single kinetic relation for mass density production or mass removal will model all responses of a vascular cell to all stimuli. With regard to the present discussion, we note that extreme increases in flow from normal could induce endothelial damage (Fry 1968) whereas extreme decreases in flow, including cessation of flow, could cause endothelial cells to upregulate adhesion molecules that capture circulating monocytes and promote local inflammatory processes or atherogenesis. Our current illustrative forms for mass density production and removal are not intended to capture such extremes. Likewise significant differences are expected during the progression from development to maturity and ageing; such differences were not addressed herein. For example, adaptations to increased blood flow are faster in younger compared with older animals (e.g. Brownlee & Lungille 1991; Miyashiro et al. 1997), but we did not attempt to account for such differences. Indeed, there is a need to determine whether such differences are due primarily to higher basal turnover rates in younger animals (cf. Stenmark & Mecham 1997) or if the basic functional forms of the kinetic relations change with age. Finally, there is a need to delineate differences in response by elastic versus muscular arteries, intracranial versus extracranial and systemic versus pulmonary. Fortunately, it appears that the same fundamental hypotheses and theoretical framework hold for diverse vessels.

In summary, the present theoretical framework for arterial G&R and illustrative constitutive relations yield predictions similar to many observations reported in the literature. Nevertheless, there is a continued need for more data and better constitutive relations so that models can not only capture the consequences of G&R but also the mechanisms by which such changes occur. For purposes of illustration, we employed simple descriptions of wall mechanics and haemodynamics. Such simplicity can represent the situation in a straight cylindrical region such as the basilar artery, but more importantly, it is a prudent way to test basic concepts and to build intuition. One obvious advantage of this type of model is the ease with which various hypotheses can be proposed and tested. For example, results for a 30 per cent reduction in flow suggest that this model is very sensitive to values of $K_i^\alpha$ and $K_k^\alpha$ (figures 6 and 7). This calls into question the relative roles of smooth muscle and collagen in cases of large reductions in flow. These results may motivate experiments to determine actual morphological changes, thus narrowing the range of values for the parameters used in this model. Nevertheless, given our growing understanding of modelling arterial mechanobiology and the associated G&R mechanics, there is a need to begin to move towards more complex situations wherein actual haemodynamics and wall mechanics can be solved together (see Humphrey & Taylor (2008) for a description of one such approach).
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**APPENDIX A**

Rather than writing mass balance for constituent $k$ in terms of a net mass density production (which can be positive, negative or zero), it proves convenient to use the true mass density production (always non-negative) and an associated survival function. To appreciate this choice better, consider the special case wherein the true mass density production rate is constant up to time $s=0$, at which time an altered G&R stimulus changes
the production rate to a different constant value. Hence, let
\[ \int_{-\infty}^{t} \frac{\partial M^k}{\partial \tau} d\tau = m^k(t)q^k(s, \tau)d\tau + m^k(s)q^k(s, \tau)d\tau, \]  
(A 1)
\[ \int_{-\infty}^{t} \frac{\partial M^k}{\partial \tau} d\tau = m^k(s) \int_{-\infty}^{t} q^k(s, \tau)d\tau + m^k(s) \int_{t}^{0} q^k(s, \tau)d\tau. \]  
(A 2)

Moreover, consider the special case wherein the survival function is given as a constant exponential decay, namely \( q^k(s, \tau) = e^{-K^s(\tau-s)} \), whereby our result becomes
\[ M^k(t) = m^k(s_0)e^{-K^s t} \int_{-\infty}^{0} e^{K^s \tau} d\tau + m^k(s_0)e^{-K^s t} \int_{0}^{t} e^{K^s \tau} d\tau = m^k(s_0)e^{-K^s t} \int_{-\infty}^{0} e^{K^s \tau} d\tau \]  
wherein the
\[ \frac{m^k(s_0)e^{-K^s t} \int_{-\infty}^{0} e^{K^s \tau} d\tau}{K^s} = \frac{m^k(s_0)e^{-K^s t} \int_{0}^{t} e^{K^s \tau} d\tau}{K^s} = \frac{m^k(s_0)e^{-K^s t} \int_{0}^{t} e^{K^s \tau} d\tau}{K^s} \left(1 - e^{-K^s t}\right). \]  
(A 3)

Evaluating this result at \( s=0 \) requires that \( M^k(0) = m^k(s_0)/K^s \), thus placing a restriction on initial/homoeostatic rates of production and decay. Note, too, that if the production rates are the same (say \( m^k_0 \) as expected when there is no change in stimulus at \( s=0 \), as in tissue maintenance), then \( M^k(s) = m^k_0/K^s \). Based on these results, it proves convenient to consider the more general form
\[ M^k(s) = M^k(0)Q^k(s) + \int_{0}^{s} \frac{m^k(\tau)q^k(s, \tau)d\tau}{K^s}, \]  
(A 4)
whereby \( Q^k(0) = 1 \).

Next, consider the strain energy needed to model the elastic stress response. At \( s=0 \), equation (2.6) becomes
\[ W^k(0) = \frac{M^k(0)Q^k(0)}{\rho} \bar{W}^k \left( C_{n(0)}^k \right) \equiv \phi^k(0)\bar{W}^k \left( C_{n(0)}^k \right), \]  
(A 5)
or \( \phi^k\bar{W}^k \), which yields the classical rule of mixture relations for the stresses. Alternatively, if the turnover occurs in an unchanging mechanical state (i.e. the natural configurations remain fixed and thus \( n(\tau) = \bar{n}(0) \)), then
\[ W^k(s) = \bar{W}^k \left( C_{n(0)}^k \right) \left( \frac{M^k(0)Q^k(s)}{\rho} + \int_{0}^{s} \frac{m^k(\tau)q^k(s, \tau)d\tau}{\rho} \right), \]  
(A 6)
which from the relation for mass density can be written as
\[ W^k(s) = \bar{W}^k \left( C_{n(0)}^k \right) \left( \frac{M^k(s)}{\rho(s)} \right) \equiv \phi^k(s)W^k \left( C_{n(0)}^k \right). \]  
(A 7)

This, too, recovers a classical rule of mixture relations for the stored energy as it should. Hence, we see that the proposed constitutive framework recovers basic special cases as it should.
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